Parcels with Farmland
Aquidneck Island

Farms and Farmland Protected

By Aquidneck Land Trust (and partners)
1. Pierce-Anthony Farm
2. Escobar's Highland Farm
3. Almy-Thurston Farm
4. Alvarnas-Lacerda Farm
5. Faria Family
6. St Mary's
7. Three S
8. Peckham
9. Wick's Nurseries
10. Cousens Farm
11. Bally Machree Farm
12. Vaucluse Estate
13. Greenscapes North
14. Peters Farm
15. Greenscapes South/Braman's Meadow
16. Farmlands LLC
17. Boulevard Nuseries
18. Tibbetts
19. Newport Vineyards
20. Corey Sears Farm
21. Swan Farm
22. Easy St Farm
23. Idle Hour Farm
24. Nunes Farm (Newport Vineyards)
25. Sweet Berry Farm
26. Webster Farm
27. Harrison Farm
28. Silvia/Island Community Farms
29. Arnow
30. Braman/Olaynack

By Other Parties:
31. Descastro Farms (State of RI)
32. Silvia (State of RI)
33. Little (City of Newport)
34. Simmons Farm (Nature Conservancy)
35. Van Hof Nurseries (State of RI)
36. Green End Farm (State of RI)

Farmland Parcels

Conserved Farms

Farmland parcels include both working farms and vacant or fallow farmland. Data is at the parcel level. Highlighted parcels may have multiple land covers, but include at least partial farmland.

Farmland Data:
Data was then accuracy checked and updated through ALT's existing knowledge and aerial imagery. Some error may still exist in farmland classification.